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1. Karst as a system 

1.1. The origin of the name and its meaning 

See A. Kranjc, About the name and the history of the region Kras, Acta carsologica 
XXTII/6, Ljubljana 1994. 

1.2. Definitions 

Karst is terrain with distinctive hydrology and landforms arising from a combination 
of high rock solubility and well developed secondary porosity. Considerable rock 
solubility alone is insufficient to produce karst. Rock structure is also important. The 
key to karst is the development of its subsurface hydrology. The distinctive landforms 
above and below ground that are a hallmark of karst result from solution along 
pathways provided by the structure. 

Hydrological and chemical processes associated with karst are best understood from a 
system perspective. Karst can be viewed as an open system composed of two clearly 
integrated hydrological and geochemical subsystems operating upon the karstic rocks. 
Karst landforms are the products of the interplay of processes in these linked 
subsystems (Ford & Williams 1989). 

2. Karst typology 

By the active or inactive role of the water playing in karst evolution, we can speak 
about active and fossil (or, maybe better, buried) karst. Natural erosion may uncover 
such an old karst; this produces exhumed karst. 

Active karst systems can be called recent karst while karst which is hydrologically 
decoupled from the contemporary system is paleokarst. Usually it is isolated from 
recent karst and lies to it unconformably and is not adjusted to the present controlling 
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factors. Contrasting with paleokarst is relict karst, which exists within the 
contemporary system but is removed from the situation in which it is developed. 

An important contrast is between bare karst and covered karst, where bedrock 
outcrop predominates in the former and occurs only to a limited extent or not at all in 
the latter. Solution may operate, and karst forms develop in karst rocks beneath other 
bedrock formations and this is called subjacent or interstratal karst. 

A related distinction is between karst that drains directly to the sea, free karst, and 
karst completely surrounded by impervious rocks, impounded karst. 

Cvijic distinguishes well developed bolokarst with all karst forms and phenomena, 
while in merokarst only some karst phenomena are developed, so it is incomplete 
karst. Where the slopewash and river action retain a prime role in the latter, it is 
called fluviokarst to separate it from karst proper (Fig. I, 2). 

Where the rock mass is deep and deeply karstified, we are speaking about deep karst, 
while the oposite, where the rock mass is shallow or the base level is near under the 
surface, it is sbaUow karst. 

Epikarst is despite the name not a type of karst but one of the hydrological zones, a 
part of vadose (above the water table, the uppermost layer ofkarstified rock) (Fig. 3). 

Karst landforms result from proceses operating in coupled hydrological and 
geochemical systems. Essentially the same processes can operate over a very wide 
range of environments, but limiting conditions are provided by aridity and extreme 
cold. Karst is therefore characteristic of hurn.id regions, where water nommally occurs 
in its liquid phase. So the typisation of karst according to climatic belts and 
characteristics is not valuable, but from the historic point of view it is good to 
mention. According to climates we can speak about the karst of polar, of temperate 
humid belt, mediterranean, and tropical karst. The karst under specia l conditions 
include glacial (subglacial), periglacial, alpine, and arid karst. 

The role of biological agents is being recognized in influencing and indeed producing 
distinctive biokarst landforms. 

3. Karst morphology 

Most dissolution is expended near the surface, in the epikarst. Karst geomorphology 
considers the landforms and assemblages of landfom1s that are created there. These 
vary from small features (micro-) over medium size (meso-) to large scale landforms 
(macrofeatures) measured in kilomtres. With in the dynamic karst system they can also 
be classified as input, output or residu~J features (Fig. 4 ). 

3. 1. Small scale solution sculpture (Fig. 5): 
- microkarren, microrills, rilJenstein, 
- solution pits, solution pans (kamenitza, tinajita), heel-prints (trittkarren), shafts or 
wells, cavernous weathering, 
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- fissure-controlled linear karren (splitkarren), grikes (kluftkarren), clints, cutters, 
subsoil pinnacles, 

- hydraulically controlled linear forms - dissolution channels, rillenkarren (fluting), 
rinnenkarren, rundkarren, hohlkarren, decantation runnels and flutings (wandkarren), 
maanderkarren, fluted scallops (Fig. 6), 
- the composite nature of karren- assemblages of karren and giant karren - karrenfeld, 
limestone pavement, pinnacle karst (schlotten), ruiniform, corridors and streets, box 
valleys, platea, giant grikelands, corridor karst, labyrinth karst, 
- littoral karren (Fig. 7, 8). 

3.2. Dolines (sinkholes): any small to intermediate enclosed karst depresion. 
-Genetic distinction: solution, collapse, suffosion, subsidence (Fig. 9- 12). 

3.3. Landforms, associated with allogenic inputs: 
-through valleys (Fig. 13), 
- dry valleys (Fig. 14 ), 
- steep head valleys, 
- blind valleys (Fig. 15, 16), 
- karst poljes: flat floor in rock or in unconsol idated sediments, a closed basin with a 
steeply rising marginal slope, karstic drainage, 
- types ofpoljes: border, structural, baselevel (Fig. 17, 18), 
- corrosional plains and shifts in baselevel: baselevelled corrosion plains 
(Karstrandebene) (by corrosion planation: baselevel control, rejuvenation, 
submergence, 
- residual hills on karst plains: hums, karst tower (Fig. 19), 

3.3. Depositional and constructional karst features: 
-calcrete, 
- tufa deposits, 
- tufa dams, terraces, waterfalls and mound springs (Fig. 20). 

4. Karst in the World (climatic approach) (Fig. 2 1 - 25) 
- cold extreme: (sub)glacial karst, nival karst, karst in pennafrozen terra ins, alpine 
karst (Fig. 26- 27), 
- karst in temperate humid regions (NW Europe karst), 
- Mediterranean karst (Fig. 28 - 30), 
- humid subtropical and tropical karst: 
types according to "towers" - in groups: polygonal, cone, fengcong, cockpit karst, 

- isolated: tower karst, fenglin, turmkarst, kegelkarst, 
positive features: tower (feng, mogote, turrn, kegel), cone, tsingy (megakarren), 
negative featrues: cockpit, cenote, blue hole, (Fig. 31 - 37), 
-hot arid extreme (north Africa, central America, Asia, the Middle East, Australia). 

5. Man and karst: 
- dwelling place, 
-karst resources: soil, stone, minerals and ores, water, (38- 45), 
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- recreational, scientific and other values of karst: nature parks, nature monuments, 
touristic attractions, scientific polygons and supports, military activity and purposes. 
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